Let X, = X,(S, PJ be a Markov process with the state space S and the probability law P^ of the path starting at a and let a, be a multiplicative functional (m.f.) of X,. A Markov process X* = X*(S,P^) is called the a-subprocess of X^ if (1.1) P,*[X*eE]== f a^P, (Ec=S).
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An important example of the a-subprocess is the Doob /i-process which is the subprocess of the Brownian motion with respect to the m.f. This is the subprocess of the Brownian motion with respect to the m.f.
(1.4) a,=explT -TOdsl.
The transformation to get this subprocess from the Brownian motion is killing with the killing rate k.
The general a-subprocess was discussed by E. B. Dynkin [1] and independently by H; Kunita and T. Watanabe [4] under the natural assumption (1.5) E,(a,) ^ 1.
In this note we shall give another general method of the transformation which seems to be more probabilistic than theirs. Let us now describe the outline of our construction of the a-subprocess.
If there exists an increasing sequence of Markov times T^ whose limit is no less than the least zero point T^ of the given m.f. a such that o^ATn ls a martingale, we call o^ regular. We shall define the subregularity and the superregularity of o^ by replacing martingale with submartingale and supermartingale respectively in this definition; the superregularity of a, is equivalent to the condition (1.5). We can prove that the factorization theorem that any superregular m.f. is expressed as the product of a regular m.f. a}^ and a decreasing m.f. a^. a^ is called the regular factor of o^ and a^ the decreasing factor.
In order to construct the a-subprocess, we shall first distort the probability law P^ of the original process as (1.6) dP^ = lim a^PjF^, n-»oo T^ T T,, PjF^ = restriction of P, to Ft o get a Markov process X^^P^, S) which is semi-conservative in the sense that the life time T^ can be approximated strictly from below by a sequence of Markov times almost surely and next kill X^ by the rate d^/^ to get the a-subprocess X*; the precise meaning of (1.6) will be given in Section 4. In Section 2 we shall prove a factorization theorem for positive supermartingales. In Section 3 we shall use this to get a similar theorem for superregular m.f/s which will be useful in the construction of the a-subprocess in Section 4. Interesting examples are given in Section 5. Our idea can apply to the transformation by a subregular m.f. in which case we should introduce a creation instead of killing as is seen in Section 6.
We would like to express our hearty thanks to Professors M. Brelot, G. Choquet and J. Deny who organized the Colloquium of Potential Theory at University of Paris where the idea of our construction was presented by one of us, Ito, and also to Professors S. Karlin and K. L. Chung at Stanford University for their friendly aid during our preparation of this note.
Factorization theorem for positive supermartingales.
Let Q(F, P) be the basic probability measure space where F is complete with respect to P and suppose that we are given an increasing and right-continuous family of a-algebras F( c F, 0 ^ t < oo, each containing all null sets. A non-negative random variable T is called a Markov time if {T < t} e F, for every t. Given a Markov time T we shall define F-r as the system of all sets A e F for which A n {T < t} e F^ for every t ^ 0. Fy is clearly a a-algebra complete with respect to P and it is easy to see by the right-continuity of F( that FT = Vf for T = t. Fy is clearly strongly right-continuous in the sense that (^ Fy^ == F-r for T^ [ T. However, we shall here assume n that it is also strongly left-continuous i.e. that f^F^ = Fy for T^ f T.
n To avoid constant repetition of qualifying phrases, we assume that T, TI, T^, etc., denote Markov times and that A(, Xy, etc., are stochastic processes measurable (F,) at each time point t.
By a theorem due to P. Meyer [6] we have a decomposition of Q for a given T for some T,, f T and that
for every T^ f T, where « a.s.» means the inclusion modulo null sets. Following P. Meyer we shall call a right-continuous process A(, t ^ 0, natural if for every T, where AAy = Ay -A^-.
Since every supermartingale has a right-continuous version, we assume that the supermartingale in consideration is always right continuous. DEFINITION.-X,, 0 ^ t < oo, is called a local martingale if there exists a sequence T^ f oo with P(T^ < oo) == 1 such that X^A,, 0 ^ ^ < oo, is a martingale.
Remark. -It is easy to see that if X,, 0 ^ t < oo is a local martingale, then we can take T^ f oo such that X, A T;, is a martingale on [0,oo].
The aim of this section is to prove the Let X, = Y^ -A, be the Meyer decomposition ofX^ which is possible because X, is a supermartingale of class D by virtue of (2.7 a, b\ We shall further impose the following conditions:
Now^, writing A^ for the continuous part of A, and setting (2.8a) X^^X^TCxpfr^). n fl+^1
AA
If t ^ T and X-r = 0, then the last factor 1 + --r is meaningless Ay and is to be interpreted by the following convention:
, ; = 0,1, are well-defined by virtue of (2.7 a, b, c).
LEMMA 2.1.-X( = X^Xj^ is the unique factorization of X, into a martingale X^ and a natural decreasing process X^ wdtĥ = X^{i = 1, 2), X^ = 1 and 
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KIYOSI ITO AND SHINZO WATANABE Given any pair s < t, let us consider only § 9 s, t such that §\ -^ 0 and notice (2.10) to derive from (2.12) (2.13) E(X{ 0) |F,) = X[°\ which proves that Xj^ is a martingale. Since X^ has the same discontinuity points as Ay by the definition, X[ l) is natural. It is now easy to see that the factorization X, == X^Xj^ satisfies the conditions stated in the lemma.
Now^ w^e shall prove the uniqueness. Let X, = O^. cD^ be any such factorization and consider a decomposition of X^: (2.14)
X, = Y; -A;
;=x,-r ^d^\ A;= -r
Then it is clear that Ay is a natural increasing process. Now w^e shall prove that Yy is a martingale. Using the division 
Thus we have proved (D^ = O^O^ = X}^ and so O^ = X} 0^ as far as t < T.
Since 0^_ = X^_ is now evident, it is sufficient for the proof of (D^) = x^ to recall the special care we took when we defined X^. If t ^ T, then O^0 = 0^ = X^ = X^, which completes the proof of Lemma 1. If there exists an increasing sequence T,, with lim T,, ^ T such that X^i.,, is a martingale, then X, is a local martingale.
Proof. -Let X, = Y, -A, be the decomposition of Lemma 2 It is clear that A, = 0 for « T» and so for t < T. Since A. =A^{t^ T) follows from X, = X^ (t ^ T), A, is a step function with a single jump at t -T. Since Y, is a local martingale, we have a sequence of Markov times S, f co such that Y,^ is a martingale. By a theorem due to Meyer [6] , we havê n {T < co} <= U{AYT == 0,T < S,,} c{AY^o,T < oo}, 
s]t-
The space of all paths is denoted by W. To emphasize the fact that w(^) is a function of w e W for each t, we shall write Xy(w) for w((). By is the least (7-algebra on W for which Xs(w) is measurable for every s ^ t and B denotes the lattice sum of all By, t ^ 0. P^, x e S, is a system of probability measures on W(B) such that for every B e By, for every B-measurable/, every t ^ 0 and every Be By.
The triple (Xy,P^,S) is called a Markov process and it is also denoted by Xy(P^, S) or simply by Xy. Given a probability measure p. It is easy to see by Fatou's lemma on integrals that the following conditions are equivalent to each other.
a) o^ is superregular b) ^ is a supermartingale for each Pĉ ) E^(a() ^ 1 for every pair (t, x).
Suppose X( be a Hunt process and o^ a superregular m.f. Since a; is a supermartingale by (&), we can apply the results of Section 1 to see that there exist a local martingale ^x ) and a natural decreasing process y^y^ = 1) such that o^ = ^( x) . y^. Recalling how the natural increasing part was constructed in the Meyer decomposition, we can get a version ^ of ^x ) and a version y, ofy^, both independent of x. /?( and y, satisfŷ s(w) = Pt^W^) (3.13) t + 5 < T,.
7<+s(w) == y((w)ys(^w)
We shall discuss the details in a separate paper. Now we shall define a^ and a^ by 
Construction of the a-subprocess of a Hunt process X,.
Let X((P^,, S) be a Hunt process and o^ be a multiplicative functional for X^. We shall construct the a-subprocess ofX,. 
n-^oo
Let o^ = Pt. y, be the factorization that we introduced in Section 3. Since a, is regular, it is also the regular part of the factorization of the m.f. o^, so that we have in fact, since ^ is a local martingale, there exists a sequence of Markov times S^ f oo such that PsnM ls a martingale on 0 ^ t ^ oo and so we get Using (4.9), we have (4.12) E^JFJ=^.
It is easy to see that q{x, B) = E^[j8^ B] is a probability measure in B e F^ for each x by (4.7) (t = 0) and measurable in x for each BeF^, so that p(w,B) = ^(X^^(w, B) is also a probability measure in BeF^ for each x and F^-measurable in (D for each BeF^. Using lonescu Tulcea's theorem [2] , we can define a probability measure on the direct product space 0(3^) = W(B) x W(B) x ... such that on the probability space W(B, P^). Using the properties of o^ and â nd noticing (4.11) and (4.12), we can prove that the probability law P^ of the stochastic process <^,0< t < oo satisfies (4.1) and (4.2). (4.3) follows from P^CL < TJ = E,(a^) = 1.
Decreasing case. -In this case the construction of the a-process is the usual terminating procedure. Consider a probability measure space Q = W x [0, oo ] associated with the probability measure P^ such that for (o = (w, s). Let P^ be the probability law of the process ^(co), 0 ^ t < oo. Then X^P^, S) is the a-subprocess.
General case.-Let a, = a^a^ be the factorization of o^ into the regular part a^ and the decreasing part a^. The a-subprocess can be constructed by the superposition of the transformations by a^ and by a^ in this order, each having been explained above.
Remark. -It is to be noted that the a-subprocess is not always a Hunt process but a standard process in general, even if the original one is a Hunt process. In order to construct the a-subprocess of a standard process as Dynkin and Kunita-Watanabe did, we should overcome some technical difficulties. We would like to discuss this in a separate paper. The a^-subprocess of X^ is exactly the process Xc c) In the construction discussed in Section 4, the a^-subprocess was semi-conservative. We shall prove that it is conservative if E^(OC() tends to 1 uniformly in x as t tends to 0.
Let P^ be the probability law of the a^-subprocess. Then
P^TA > t) = E,[a{°>] ^ EJaJ
As we saw in Section 4, we have T^ f T such that P^(X^€S)=P^(T^<TJ=I.
To complete the proof, we need only observe Since P^TA > 0 = T^IM is continuous in x e S and P^(T^ > 0 -> 1 (^ ->-0), it is clear by Dini's theorem that the convergence is uniform,
